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Almtraet--The number of equations relating the intensities of X-ray diffraction maxima with the crystal 
structure is in general far greater than the number of parameters needed to define the structure. Since the 
elucidation of the crystal structure requires also a knowledge of the complex numbers En = I EH lexp(i~H), 
the normalized structure factors, of which only the magnitudes I Enl are obtainable from the measured 
intensities while the needed phases gn are lost in the diffraction experiment, it is necessary first to 
determine the phases. Owing to the redundancy of observed magnitudes I EHI, relationships exist among 
the complex numbers EH means of which the desired phases ~b may be expressed in terms of the known 
magnitudes I EI. Thus, the lost phase information is to be found among the observed intensities. The direct 
methods are those which exploit relationships among the normalized structure factors E H in order to 
extract he values of the individual phases gn from the measured magnitudes I Exl. When elements of 
crystallographic symmetry are present hen there exist corresponding, space group dependent, relation- 
ships among the structure factors Er~ which may also be employed. The major goal of the present article 
is to show how these additional relationships, arising from the space group symmetries, may be effectively 
exploited. 
1. SUMMARY 
The relationship between the (complex) normalized structure factors EH and the atomic position 
vectors rj is given by 
1 N 
Ea = IEalexpi~b. = all---- i ~ Zjexp(2xiH'rj) (1) 
j= l  
where 
N 
. .=yz;,  n=l ,2  . . . .  (2) 
j= l  
Zj is the atomic number of the atom labeled j, rj is its position vector and N is the number of atoms 
in the unit cell. Since there are many more equations (1) than unknown position vectors rj, one 
may, at least in principle, eliminate the rjs to obtain relationships among the EHs. The direct 
methods are those which employ relationships among the known magnitudes I EMI and the 
unknown phases ~bH in order to express the g s in terms of the I EIs. 
When elements of crystallographic symmetry are present hen there exist corresponding, space 
group dependent, relationships among the phases which may also be exploited. A strategy for 
carrying out this program is the subject of this article. 
Three major themes are developed. 
(i) The fundamental principle of direct methods: the structure seminvariants 
link the observed magnitudes I EI with the desired phases ~b of the normalized 
structure factors E. Specifically, for fixed enantiomorph, the observed mag- 
nitudes I EI determine, in general, unique values for all the structure semi- 
nvariants; the latter, in turn, as certain well defined linear combinations of the 
phases, lead to unique values for the individual phases ~b. 
(ii) The neighborhood principle: for fixed enantiomorph, the value of any structure 
seminvariant T is primarily determined, in favorable cases, by the values of one 
or more small sets of magnitudes I E I, the neighborhoods of T, and is relatively 
insensitive to the greater bulk of remaining magnitudes. The conditional 
probability distribution of T, given the magnitudes in any of its neighborhoods, 
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yields an estimate for T (for example, the mode) which is particularly good in 
the favorable case that the variance of the distribution happens to be small. 
(iii) The extension concept: by embedding the structure seminvariant T and its 
symmetry related variants in suitable structure invariants Q, one obtains the 
extensions Q of the seminvariant T. In this way the probabilistic theory of the 
structure seminvariants i  reduced to that of the structure invariants, which is 
well developed. 
2. OVERVIEW 
2.1. The phase problem 
The intensities of a sufficient number of X-ray diffraction maxima determine a crystal structure. 
The available intensities usually exceed the number of parameters needed to describe the structure. 
From these intensities a set of numbers I E.I can be derived, one corresponding to each intensity. 
However the elucidation of the crystal structure requires also a knowledge of the complex numbers 
E. = IEalexp(idp.), the normalized structure factors, of which only the magnitudes IEnl can be 
determined from experiment. Thus a "phase" q~., unobtainable from the diffraction experiment, 
must be assigned to each [E.I, and the problem of determining the phases when only the 
magnitudes I E.I are known is called "the phase problem". Owing to the known atomicity of crystal 
structures and the redundancy of observed magnitudes I E.I, the phase problem is solvable in 
principle. 
2.2. The structure invariants 
The values of the individual phases are determined by the crystal structure and the choice of 
origin. However, there always exist certain linear combinations of the phases whose values are 
determined by the structure alone and are independent of the choice of origin. These linear 
combinations of the phases are called the structure invariants. 
2.3. The structure seminvariants 
For all space groups other than PI the origin may not be chosen arbitrarily if one is to exploit 
fully the space group symmetries. Those linear combinations of the phases whose values are 
uniquely determined by the crystal structure and are independent of the choice of permissible origin 
are known as the structure seminvariants. Thus the collection of structure invariants is a subset 
of the collection of the structure seminvariants. In the space group P 1 the two classes coincide. 
2.4. The fundamental principle of direct methods 
For fixed enantiomorph, the observed magnitudes I EI determine, in general, unique values for 
all the structure seminvariants. The latter in turn, as certain well-defined linear combinations of 
the phases, lead unambiguously to unique values for the individual phases. Thus the structure 
seminvariants serve to link the known magnitudes I EI with the desired phases ~b (the fundamental 
principle of direct methods). By the term "direct methods" is meant hat class of methods which 
exploits relationships among the structure factors in order to go directly from the observed 
magnitudes I EI to the needed phases ~b. 
2.5. The neighborhood principle 
For fixed enantiomorph, the value of any structure seminvariant T is primarily determined, in
favorable cases, by the values of one or more small sets of observed magnitudes I E[, the 
neighborhoods of T, and is relatively insensitive to the values of the great bulk of remaining 
magnitudes (the neighborhood principle). The conditional probability distribution of T, given the 
magnitudes in any of its neighborhoods, yields an estimate for T, for example, the mode, that is 
particularly good in the favorable case that the variance of the distribution happens to be small. 
2.6. The extension concept 
By embedding the structure seminvariant T and its symmetry related variants in suitable 
structure invariants Q one obtains the extensions Q of the seminvariant T. Owing to the space 
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group-dependent relationships among the phases the value of T is simply related to the values of 
its extensions. In this way the probabilistic theory of the structure seminvariants is reduced to that 
of the structure invariants, which is well developed. In particular, the neighborhoods of T are 
defined in terms of the neighborhoods of its extensions. 
Using the theory of representations, Giacovazzo [1] independently derived systems of neighbor- 
hoods of the structure seminvariants. Although the two methods differ in detail, they appear to 
be mathematically equivalent. 
3. THE STRUCTURE INVARIANTS 
If the origin of coordinates i shifted to a new point having position vector r 0 with respect o 
the old origin, then, from the definition of EH, it follows readily that the phase ~a of the normalized 
structure factor Ea with respect o the old origin is replaced by the new phase ~ with respect o 
the new origin given by Ref. [2] 
~bh = ~H -- 2ni l  " r0. (3) 
Equation (3) implies that the linear combination of three phases, 
~k3 = q~a + ~bK + q~L (4) 
is a structure invariant (triplet) provided that 
H + K + L = 0; (5) 
the linear combination of four phases, 
~4 = ~bH + q~K + ~bL + ~b~t (6) 
is a structure invariant (quartet) provided that 
H+K+L+M=0;  (7) 
etc. 
4. THE STRUCTURE SEMINVARIANTS 
For all space groups other than P 1 the origin may not be chosen arbitrarily if the simplification 
permitted by the space group symmetries i  to be realized. For example, if a crystal has a center 
of symmetry it is natural to place the origin at such a center while if a two-fold screw axis, but 
no other symmetry element is present, the origin would normally be situated on this symmetry axis. 
In such cases the permissible origins are greatly restricted and it is therefore plausible to assume 
that many linear combinations of the phases, in addition to the structure invariants, will remain 
unchanged in value when the origin is shifted only in the restricted ways allowed by the space group 
symmetries. One is thus led to the notion of the structure seminvariant, those linear combinations 
of the phases whose values are independent of the choice of permissible origin. 
4. I. The equivalence concept 
For any space group the coordinates of equivalent positions depend upon the choice of origin. 
Hence the functional form for the geometric structure factor also depends on the choice of origin. 
Two origins will be said to be equivalent if they give rise to the same functional form for the 
geometric structure factor. 
Alternatively, two points are equivalent if they are geometrically situated in the same way with 
respect o the symmetry elements. Thus, in the space group P 1 all points are equivalent; in P ]  all 
eight centers of symmetry are equivalent to each other, but no other point is equivalent to any of 
these eight; in P21 all points on any of the four two-fold screw axes are equivalent to each other, 
but no other point is equivalent to a point on a two-fold screw axis; in P4 all points on either of 
the two four-fold axes are equivalent to each other, all points on either of the two two-fold axes 
are equivalent to each other, but no point on a two-fold axis is equivalent to any point on a 
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four-fold axis. All points equivalent to a given point are equivalent to each other and are said to 
form an equivalence class. 
4.2. The primary origin 
Refer to International Tables of X-Ray Crystallography [2, Vol. 1] in order to define the primary 
origin for each space group. 
4.3. The permissible origins 
All points equivalent to the primary origin constitute the permissible origins for each space 
group. 
4.4. The structure seminvariants 
The structure seminvariants are those linear combination of the phases whose values are uniquely 
determined by the crystal structure alone, no matter what the choice of permissible origin. 
Alternatively, for a given functional form for the geometric structure factor, the values of the 
structure seminvariants are determined by the structure alone. 
The structure invariants and seminvariants have been tabulated for all the space groups [3-7]. 
A few examples will illustrate the method used to identify the structure seminvariants in the 
different space groups. 
4.5. Space group P 1" 
4.5. I. The permissible origins. Refer to International Tables of X-Ray Crystallography [2, Vol. 1] 
to infer that there are eight permissible origins in PT: 
(ooo), (~oo), (o~o), (oo½), 1~ 1 11 (~o), (½or), (o (~'  ~), ~). (8) 
4.5.2. The one-phase structure seminvariant ~b,, From equation (3) it follows that q~ = ~bn for 
all permissible origins r0 if and only if H .  r0 is an integer, i.e. in view of the permissible origins 
(8), if and only if the components of H are even. Hence the single phase tkn is a structure 
seminvariant in P I if and only if the three components of H are even integers. 
4.5.3. The two-phase structure seminvariant d~n + ckK. Follow the argument in the previous 
paragraph to infer that the linear combination of two phases 4~n + ~b~ in P]" is a structure 
seminvariant if and only if the three components of H + K are even integers. 
4. 6. Space groups P2 and P2z; unique axis b 
The permissible origins are 
(0y0), (0yl) ,  (½Y0), (½Y½) (9) 
where y is arbitrary. Then from equation (8) infer that the single phase ~hkl is a structure 
seminvariant if and only if h and I are both even and k -- 0; the linear combination of two phases 
~bh,k,I, + ~h2~212 
is a structure seminvariant if and only if h, + h2 and 11 +/2 are both even and kl + k2 = 0; etc. 
4. 7. Space groups P4 and P41 
The permissible origins are 
(00 z), (½~z) (10) 
where z is arbitrary. It follows from equation (3) that the single phase 4~hkt is a structure 
seminvariant if and only if h + k is even and 1 = 0; the linear combination of two phases 
~hlk|] I + ~h2'212 
is a structure seminvariant if and only if (hi-t-kl) + (h 2 + k2) is even and l~ +/2--O; etc. 
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5. THE ALGEBRAIC APPROACH 
5. i. Space group P21 
The structure seminvariants have been defined in Section 4. 
5.1.1. Formulas for the structure seminvariants [8]. In the space group P2~ the one phase structure 
seminvariant ~021 (= 0 or n) (for N identical atoms in the unit cell) is given by 
g2,o2t----- I E~02tlcos 0~2,02t = N'/2(( - 1)*(IEhkll 2 -- 1)),. (11) 
The two-phase structure seminvariant ~bh,,,~ + ~h2~,t: is given by 
I Eh,k,i, Eh2k,l:lcos(~bh,k,,, + ~bh2~,t:) 
= N( (_  l)k( I Ei/2~h, +h2~.k. I/~(l, +12)12 -- 1)(IEi/:thj-h~).k, +k. J/2~1,-IZ)I 2 -- 1))k- (12) 
The latter equation is most useful when k~ = 0 in which case the value of the structure seminvariant 
is 0 or n. 
5.2. Space group P41 
The structure seminvariants have been defined Section 4. 
5.2.1. Formulas for the structure seminvariants [8]. In the space group P41, the one phase structure 
seminvariant (for N identical atoms per unit cell) is given by 
E~o = N ' /2<(  - l ) ' ( IE~, l  2 - 1) ) ,  (13)  
and, if h + k - 0 (mod 2), by 
Nil2 
Ehgo = ~-  (( - -  l)t(lEl/2(h-k), I /2 (h+k) ,2 l ]  2 - -  I))i. (14) 
6. THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE OF DIRECT METHODS 
It is known that the values of a sufficiently extensive set of cosine seminvariants (the cosines of 
the structure seminvariants) lead unambiguously to the values of the individual phases. Magnitudes 
[EJ are capable of yielding estimates of the cosine seminvariants only or, equivalently, the 
magnitudes of the structure seminvariants; the signs of the structure seminvariants are ambiguous 
because the two enantiomorphous structures (related to each other by reflection through a point) 
that are permitted by the observed magnitudes [El correspond to two values of each structure 
seminvariant differing only in sign. However, once the enantiomorph as been selected by 
specifying arbitrarily the sign of a particular enantiomorph-sensitive structure seminvariant ( hat 
is, one different from 0 or n), then the magnitudes [EI determine both signs and magnitudes of 
the structure seminvariants consistent with the chosen enantiomorph. Thus, for fixed en- 
antiomorph, the observed magnitudes I E] determine, in general, unique values for the structure 
seminvariants; the latter, in turn, as certain well-defined linear combinations of the phases, lead 
to unique values of the individual phases. In short, the structure seminvariants serve to link the 
observed magnitudes I E [ with the desired phases ~ (the fundamental principle of direct methods). 
It is this property of the structure seminvariants hat accounts for their importance and justifies 
the stress placed on them here. 
7. THE NEIGHBORHOOD PRINCIPLE 
It has long been known that, for fixed enantiomorph, the value of any structure seminvariant 
~k is, in general, uniquely determined by the magnitudes J EI of the normalized structure factors. 
Recently [9] it has become clear that, for fixed enantiomorph, there corresponds to ¢, one or more 
small sets of magnitudes [E I, the neighborhoods of ~k, on which, in favorable cases, the value of 
most sensitively depends; ~hat is to say that, in favorable cases, ~ is primarily determined by 
the values of I E [ in any of its neighborhoods and is relatively independent of the values of the great 
bulk of remaining magnitudes. The conditional probability distribution of ~,, assuming as known 
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the magnitudes tEl in any of its neighborhoods, yields an estimate for ¢ that is particularly good 
in the favorable case that the variance of the distribution happens to be small (the neighborhood 
principle). 
The first neighborhood of the triplet ~3 equation (4) consists of the three magnitudes. 
IEHI, IEKI, IEL[. (15) 
The first neighborhood of the quartet 1~4 (equation 6) consists of the four magnitudes 
IEH[, IEKI, IELI, IEM[. (16) 
The second neighborhood of the quartet consists of the four magnitudes (16) plus the three 
additional magnitudes 
IEH+KI, IEK+L[, IEL+.I (17) 
that is, seven magnitudes I EI in all [9]. 
The neighborhoods of all the structure invariants are now known. 
8. THE PROBABIL ISTIC APPROACH 
8.1. The probabilistic background 
One starts with the system (1). By equating real and imaginary parts one obtains two equations 
for each reciprocal lattice vector H. The magnitudes I EN I and the atomic numbers Zj are presumed 
to be known. The unknowns are the atomic position vectors rj and the phases ~bn. Owing to the 
redundancy of the system (1), one naturally invokes probabilistic techniques to eliminate the 
unknown position vectors ry, and in this way to obtain relationships among the unknown phases 
q~n, dependent on the known magnitudes I EI, having probabilistic validity. 
Choose a finite number of reciprocal attice vectors H, K . . . . .  in such a way that the linear 
combination of phases 
= ~H + 4'g + ' ' "  08)  
is a structure seminvariant whose value we wish to estimate. Choose satellite reciprocal attice 
vectors H', K ' , . . .  in such a way that the collection of magnitudes 
IEHI, IEKI . . . .  ,IEwl, IEK'I . . . .  (19) 
constitutes a neighborhood of ~,. The atomic position vectors rj are assumed to be the primitive 
random variables which are uniformly and independently distributed. Then the magnitudes I EHI, 
I EK[ . . . .  ; ]E,, ], lEg, I . . . .  ; and phases ~b H, 4) g . . . .  ; ~bH,, OK', of the complex, normalized structure 
factors Erl, EK . . . .  ; Ew, EK,, . . . .  as functions of the random variables rj, are themselves random 
variables, and their joint probability distribution P may be obtained by techniques that are now 
standard. From the distribution P one derives the conditional joint probability distribution 
e (OH, OK . . . . .  II EHI, iEKI. • • ; I Ew I, I Ew I... ) (20) 
of the phases ~b., qbg . . . .  , given the magnitudes [E HI, lEvi . . . .  ; I Ew[, [Ew[ . . . . .  by fixing the 
known magnitudes, integrating with respect o the unknown phases OH,, O~,, . . . .  from 0 to 2n, 
and multiplying by a suitable normalizing parameter. The distribution (20) in turn then leads 
directly to the conditional probability distribution 
P(~P II E. I ,  IEKI . . . .  ; IEH, I, IEK'I . . . .  ) (21) 
of the structure seminvariant ~b, if we assume as known the magnitudes (19) constituting a 
neighborhood of ~. Finally, the distribution (21) yields an estimate for ~ (for example, the mode) 
which is particularly good in the favorable case that the variance of distribution (21) happens to 
be small. 
8.2. Estimating the triplet 
Let the three reciprocal lattice vectors H, K and L satisfy equation (5). Refer to magnitudes (15) 
for the first neighborhood of the triplet ~b 3and to the previous paragraph for the probabilistic 
background. 
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Suppose that R~, R2 and R3 are three specified nonnegative numbers. Denote by 
PI/3 = P(~IRI, R2, R3) 
the conditional probability distribution of the triplet if3, given the three magnitudes in its first 
neighborhood: 
IEnl = R,, levi = R2, IELI = R3 (22) 
Then, carrying out the program described earlier, one finds [10] 
1 
P~/3 = P(~ IRi, R2, R3) ~ ~ exp(`4 cos W) (23) 
where 
2or, 
.4 = ~ Ri R2R3 (24) 
K is a normalizing constant not needed for the present purpose, and 0", is defined by equation (2). 
Since A > 0, P,a has a unique maximum at ~ = 0, and it is clear that the larger the value of A, 
the smaller the variance of the distribution. Hence in the favorable case that A is large, say, for 
example, A > 3, the distribution leads to a reliable estimate of the structure invariant ~'3, zero in 
this case: 
~k 3 ~ 0, if A is large. (25) 
8.3. Estimating the quartet 
Two conditional probability distributions are described, one assuming as known the four 
magnitudes rE I in the first neighborhood of the quartet, the second assuming as known the seven 
magnitudes rE I in its second neighborhood. 
Suppose that H, K, L and M are four reciprocal lattice vectors that satisfy equation (7). Refer 
to magnitudes (16) for the first neighborhood of the quartet ~/4 (6). Suppose that Rj, R2, R3 and 
R4 are four specified nonnegative numbers. Denote by 
PI/4 = P(~ IRl, R2, R3, R4) 
the conditional probability distribution of the quartet ~/a, given the four magnitudes in its first 
neighborhood: 
Then [9, 11] 
[ExJ = R,, IEKI = R2, IELI = R3, IEMI = R,. (26) 
1 
PI/4 -= e(t[Y IRi, R2, R3, R4) ~ ~. exp(B cos kv) (27) 
where 
20" 4 
B =-~2 RIRzR3R4 (28) 
K is a normalizing parameter not relevant here, and 0", is defined by equation (2). Thus P~/4 is 
identical with Pt/3, but B replaces .4. Hence similar remarks apply to Pt/4- In particular, equation 
(27) always has a unique maximum at ~ = 0 so that the most probable value of ~b 4, given the four 
magnitudes (26) in its first neighborhood, is zero; the larger the value of B, the more likely that 
~4 "~ 0. Since B values, of order 1/N, tend to be less than .4 values, of order 1/v/N , at least for 
large values of N, the estimate (zero) of ~4 is in general ess reliable than the estimate (zero) of 
~b3. Hence the goal of obtaining a reliable nonzero estimate for a structure invariant is not realized 
by expression (27). The decisive step in this direction is made next. 
Let us use the same notation as in the previous paragraph but refer now to magnitudes (16) and 
(17) for the second neighborhood of the quartet ~4. Suppose that R~, R2, R3, R4, Ri2, R23 and R3~, 
are seven nonnegative numbers. Denote by 
PI/7 = P (~ IRi, R:, R3, R4, RI2 , R23 , R3I ) (29) 
C.A M.W.A. 16/5-8-,-D 
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the conditional probability distribution of the quartet g/4, given the seven magnitudes in its second 
neighborhood: 
IE.I = R,, IE~I = R2, IELI = R3, IEMI = R4 (30) 
Ifu+ul = R,2, IEK+d ---- R23, IEL+.I = R3t. (31) 
The explicit form for Pin has been found [9, 11] but is too long to be given explicity he're. Instead 
the major result may be briefly summarized as follows: if the four magnitudes (30) are large, then 
~4~0 or 7r (32) 
according as the three magnitudes (31) are all large or all small, respectively. 
8.4. Space group PT 
8.4. I. Estimating the one-phase structure seminvariant c~n in P F. Embed the structure seminvariant 
~n in the triplet 
Q = ~.  + q~- i/m + ~b 1/2H = (~n (33) 
in order to obtain the extension Q of the structure seminvariant q~.. The first neighborhood of the 
structure seminvariant ~bu is defined to be the first neighborhood of Q, i.e. to consist of the two 
magnitudes 
IE.I ,  IEl/ml. (34) 
Then the conditional probability distribution that ~.  = 0 or 7t, given 
I E.I and I E,/2.1 
is 
p± i l 1 12 = 5 + ~ tanh 2---N~LE.I(IEI/m - 1) (35) 
where P + is the conditional probability that ~.  = 0, P -  that ~.  = g, given the two magnitudes 
I g . I ,  I E,/ml in the first neighborhood of ~. .  
Thus, if IEHI is large, 
p+>~J ~ according as I Ei/m[ 2 ~ 1. 
8.4.2. Estimating the two-phase structure seminvariant dpu+ dp K in P'[. Embed the structure 
seminvariant T = ~.  + ~b~ (where the components of H + K are even) in the quartet 
Q = ~.  + ~K + gb-1/2ca +~)+ ~-nl2(.+i) = T (36) 
and the structure seminvariant T I = ~a + bE (= T) in the quartet 
Qi = ~8 + ~ + ~-1/2(.-K)+ ~-l/2(,-K) = Tt = T (37) 
thus obtaining the extensions, Q and QI, of the structure seminvariant T. The first neighborhood 
of the structure seminvariant T is defined to be the set-theoretic union of the first neighborhoods 
of the extensions, Q and Q1, of T, i.e. to consist of the four magnitudes 
IEHI, IEKI, IEhl, IEh, l (38) 
where 
h = ½(H + K) 
ht = ½(K - K). (39) 
The conditional probability distribution P +, that T = 0 or n, respectively, assuming as known the 
four magnitudes in the first neighborhood of T, has been found [12]. 
Write 
[EHI=RI, IEKI=R2; IEhl---r, IEh, l=r~. (40) 
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Then 
where 
X ± = exp{ 
and 
1 
P± = ~X ± (41) 
-T- ( 30.32 - 20.20.4'~ - - " 2 +/0.32 - 0.20.'*~ 0"3 
M = X + + X-  (43) 
N 
0.. = Y (44) 
jffil 
If I E.I and levi are large, then P + > ½ if I Ehl and I Eb, I are large; P + < ½ if one of I Ebl, I Eh, I is large 
and the other small. 
8.4.3. Estimating the three-phase structure seminvariant in P [. Embed the structure seminvariant 
T = ~b n + q~K + ~bL (where the components ofH + K + L are even integers) in the quintet (five-phase 
structure invariant) 
Q = ~bH + q~ + ~L "~- ~-1/2(H+K+L)']- ~-1/2(H +K+L)= T (45) 
and the related structure seminvariants 
r l  = ~)fl 31- t~)K + ~L, r2 = ~H + ~)i "Jf- ~L, T3 = ~bu + q~K + ~bt 
in the respective quintets 
Ql = q~n + ~bK + I~L "[- ~-I/2(-H+K+L) "~ 1~-1/2(-H+K+L) ~--- Tt = r (46) 
Q2 = ~n "31- ~l~ -Ji- ~L + ~- l /2(n-  K+L) + ~-1/2(H-K+L) = T2 = T (47) 
Q3 = ~btl q- ~bl¢ -4- bE 4- ~b_ n/2ftl + i~ - L) "[- ~- I /2 (H  + K - L) = 7"3 = T (48) 
thus obtaining the extensions Q, Q~, Q2 and Q3 of T. The first neighborhood of the structure 
seminvariant T is defined to be the set-theoretic union of the first neighborhoods of the extensions, 
Q, Q~, Q3, of T, i.e. to consist of the seven magnitudes 
IE.I, ]EKI, IEL]; (49) 
IEhl, Igh, I, Igh21, Igb~l (50) 
where 
h=½(H+K+L)  
h, =½(-H+K + L) 
h2 = ½(H - K + L) 
h3 = ½(H + K - L). (51) 
The conditional probability distribution P + or P -  that T = 0 or n, respectively, assuming as known 
the seven magnitudes (49) and (50) in the first neighborhood of T, has been found [13] and may 
be briefly summarized as follows: if I EIH, I EK[ and I ELI are large, then P + >>½ if all four magnitudes 
(50) are large; P+ <<½ if precisely two of the four magnitudes (50) are large and the remaining two 
are small. 
8.5. The two-phase structure seminvariants in space group P21 
In this space group there are two sequences of nested neighborhoods of the two-phase structure 
seminvariant. The neighborhoods of the first sequence are particularly well suited in identifying 
and estimating those structure seminvariants whose values happen to lie close to 0 or n; those of 
the second sequence are particularly useful in identifying and estimating those seminvariants whose 
values are approx. _ n/2. 
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8.5.1. The first sequence o f  neighborhoods. 
8.5.1. I. First two neighborhoods of the two-phase structure seminvariant in P21. In the space 
group P2~, the linear combination of two phases 
T = C~hlkl , -- Ckh,kt2 (52) 
is a structure seminvariant if and only if 
(hi - h2, 0, Ii - /2)  - 0 (mod ogs) (53) 
where ~os, the seminvariant modulus in P2,, is defined by 
09, = (2, 0, 2). (54) 
In short, T is a structure seminvariant if and only if hi - hE and 11 - /2 are both even. 
Assume that expression (53) holds. Embed T in the four-phase structure invariant 
Q = C~h,kt, - C~h2kt2 -- dP~/2(h~-h2).q, 1/2(t,-12) -- ~bt/2(h,-h2).~. I/2(t~-12) = T + nq (55) 
where q is an arbitrary nonzero integer. The first neighborhood of the quartet (55) consists of the 
four magnitudes 
IEh,kt, I, IEh=kl=l, IEj/2(h,-h2),q.I/2(tt-t2)l, IEl/2(hl-h2).~.l/2(t,-t2)l (56) 
of which, because the space group is P21, only the following three are distinct: 
IEh,~t~l, IEh2kl:l, IEl/2~h,-~:),q.I/2,i-t2)l" (57) 
It is known that if the three magnitudes (57) are all large, the quartet (55) is probably close to zero. 
However, in P21, 
( ;DI /2(h l  _ h2), q. 1/2(11 _ 12 ) Jr" {~] /2 (h  I _ h2) ,~ l  ' 1/2(11 _ 12 ) = rtq. (58) 
It follows that if the three magnitudes (57) are all large then 
T ~ nq (59) 
that is, 
T ~ 0 or n (60) 
according as q is even or odd. The first neighborhood of the two-phase structure seminvariant T 
is therefore defined to consist of the three magnitudes (57). Since q is an arbitrary integer, there 
are many first neighborhoods. 
The second neighborhood of the two-phase structure seminvariant T is defined to be the second 
neighborhood of the quartet (55). Then the second neighborhood of T consists of the three 
magnitudes (57) and the additional three magnitudes 
[El/2<h~ +h2).q+k. l/2(t~ +12)l, I El/2(h, +h:).q-k, 1/2~t~ +t2) l, i Eh I -h2,O, Ii - t2i '  (61) 
Since q is an arbitrary integer, there are many second neighborhoods. Furthermore, the theory of 
quartets uggests that if the six magnitudes (57) and (61) of the second neighborhood are all large, 
then the quartet (55) is probably close to zero and 
T = nq. 
If, on the other hand, the three magnitudes (57) are all large and the three magnitudes (61) are 
all small, then quartet (55) is probably close to r~ and 
T ,~ rc(q + 1). 
The conditional probability distributions of the two-phase structure seminvariant T, given, first, 
the three magnitudes in its first neighborhood and, secondly, the six magnitudes in its second 
neighborhood, have been found [14] and they confirm in every detail the qualitative results obtained 
by plausible reasoning in the previous paragraph. 
8.5.2. The second sequence o f  neighborhoods [15]. The neighborhoods to be studied here, the 
second sequence, contain elements different from those of the first sequence and are called 
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neighborhoods of the second kind. In sharp contrast o the relatively unreliable stimate + n/2 for 
T obtainable from the neighborhoods of the first sequence, the most reliable estimates obtainable 
from the second sequence of neighborhoods are those in the vicinity of -I-n/2. Thus the present 
section complements the results of the previous paragraph and facilitates enantiomorph 
specification as well. 
8.5.2. I. The first neighborhood. Embed the two-phase structure seminvariant T in the quartet 
Q' = cPh,kt~ -- dPh:kt2 + dP~kr~ -- ~b~k72 = 2T. (62) 
In view of the theory of the first neighborhood of the four-phase structure invariant, it follows that 
if the two magnitudes 
IEnlk,, 1, IEh2kZ21 (63) 
are large, then 
and 
2 T ~ 0 (64) 
T ~- 0, n. (65) 
Equation (65) implies that both values 0, n, of T are equally probable. The first neighborhood of 
T of the second sequence is then defined to consist of the two magnitudes (63). 
8.5.2.2. The second neighborhood. Employing the second neighborhood of the quartet heory, 
the second neighborhood of T of the second sequence is defined to consist of the two magnitudes 
(63) and the three additional magnitudes 
IE0~01, Ighl+h2.0. tl+t2[, IEh,-h2.0. tl-t2l" (66) 
Again, from the quartet heory, if the five magnitudes of the second neighborhood are large, 
T ~- 0, n (67) 
with high reliability, but with minimal useful phase information because of the twofold ambiguity. 
However, if the two magnitudes (63) are large and the three magnitudes (66) are small then 
2T - n (68) 
and 
T "~ + n/2. (69) 
In contrast o the estimate (67) of T which is ambiguous, the estimate +n/2 of expression (69) 
corresponds to one enantiomorph and the estimate -n /2  corresponds to the other enantiomorph. 
Thus the second neighborhood has the potential to permit the identification of those two-phase 
seminvariants whose values are likely to be +n/2  and are therefore nantiomorph sensitive. 
Again, the conditional probability distribution of the two phase structure seminvariant in P2~, 
given the five magnitudes (63) and (66) in the second neighborhood of the second sequence, has 
been found [15] and confirms the qualitative results obtained by plausible reasoning in the previous 
paragraph. 
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the presence of elements of crystallographic symmetry, the number of permissible origins is 
greatly restricted. For this reason the class of those special inear combinations of the phases (the 
structure seminvariants) whose values are uniquely determined by the crystal structure alone and 
are independent of the choice of permissible origin is much larger than the class of structure 
invariants. Thus the connecting link between known magnitudes I EP and the unknown phases ~b, 
the collection of structure seminvariants, is strengthened in the presence of crystallographic 
symmetry. 
By embedding a structure seminvariant T and its symmetry related structure seminvariants in
suitable, space group dependent, structure invariants Q, one obtains the extensions Q of the 
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structure seminvar iant T to which T is simply related because of  the space group dependent 
relationships among the phases. In this way the probabi l ist ic  theory of  the structure seminvariants 
is made to depend on that of  the structure invariants. In part icular,  the neighborhoods of  the 
structure seminvariants are defined in terms of  the ne ighborhoods of  the structure invariants. The 
process, which effectively exploits the elements of  crystal lographic symmetry,  has been i l lustrated 
for the space groups PT and P21 but may be readi ly carried out for all the space groups. 
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